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Abstract: With the rapid development of China’s cultural and creative industries, the influence of cultural and creative ideas in fashion design is increasing, and art talents with innovative ability have become hot objects in the society. As the cradle of fashion design talents training and output, colleges and universities in our country shoulder the important task of training fashion design talents in the new period. In the current clothing design curriculum reform, school enterprise cooperation and collaborative innovation have become an important development direction. Under this background, this paper analyzes the teaching reform path of women’s clothing design course in Colleges and universities.
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1 Cultural and creative brand development trend and talent demand

In July 2019, the National Bureau of statistics released the big data of “national cultural and related industry enterprises above designated scale in the first half of 2019”. According to the survey of nearly 56000 related enterprises in China, the above enterprises achieved revenue of 4055.2 billion yuan in the first half of 2019, an increase of 7.9% over the same period of last year. Among them, in the first half of the year, the revenue of “content creation production”, a major category of Arts and crafts manufacturing, was 986 billion yuan, an increase of 9.8% over the same period last year. In recent years, under the leadership of cultural and creative industries in the Forbidden City, the category of “creative design services”, where cultural and creative industries are located, has a revenue of 542.4 billion yuan in the first half of the year, an increase of 12.4% over the same period last year.

While maintaining rapid development, China’s cultural and creative industries are further showing the trend of “cultural and creative +” comprehensive integration and development: cultural and creative industries embrace new technologies such as mobile Internet, big data, Internet of things, artificial intelligence, etc., and new technologies not only bring vitality to traditional cultural industries. With the continuous progress and deep integration of cultural and creative industries, creative related majors such as fashion design, fine arts, animation, film and television have also developed by leaps and bounds. In addition, people are becoming more and more aesthetic, which promotes the creative industry to a higher level of development. Under the background of “cross-border talents and creative talents”, the demand for talents and creative talents has become more and more important.

Table 1. Operating income of cultural and related industry enterprises above Designated Size in the first half of 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absolute amount (100 million)</th>
<th>Increase over the same period of last year (%)</th>
<th>Proportion (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40552</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By industry category</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News information service</td>
<td>2997</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the author’s analysis of the development of school enterprise collaboration, the collaborative innovation between colleges and enterprises has made remarkable achievements in the natural field, but it is less applied in Humanities and Social Sciences, and it is relatively backward in the application of fashion design. At present, the defects in the training of fashion design professionals in Colleges and universities in China include the following aspects. First of all, the service awareness of colleges and universities is not strong, and the social needs are not fully considered in the training of talents, which leads to unclear goals and positioning, and can not respond to the requirements of economic transformation and development. Secondly, some school enterprise cooperation stops at the formal level, which can not achieve collaborative training of talents, and the supporting security and evaluation mechanism is not perfect. Finally, colleges and universities in the enrollment of art and design related professional students, resulting in a large number of students, enterprises can not afford and digest, the scale of school enterprise cooperation is relatively small.

### 3 Teaching reform path of women’s clothing design course under the background of cultural and creative industry development

#### 3.1 The reform of scientific and technological teaching means

In the teaching of women’s clothing design course, the combination of multimedia demonstration, clothing CAD drawing and blackboard writing is adopted in the teaching of structural design courses. The application of multimedia can show the static and dynamic teaching contents more vividly, vividly, quickly and accurately, and improve the efficiency of class. However, the interaction between students and teachers is not active, and teachers can not master the effect of students’ preview before class and review after class. With the development of computer and network information technology, the application of digital technology has become an important content of professional teaching reform in Colleges and universities. At present, MOOC, micro class, online course, teaching app and other teaching methods are widely used in professional teaching. With the help of APP platform, we can upload teaching materials, videos and other contents related to the course, which is convenient for students to preview.
before class and review after class, and broaden the knowledge of structural design outside the textbook; at the same time, it can complete the teaching links of students’ sign in, classroom interaction, group discussion, assignment and submission; it also facilitates the interaction between students and teachers, and students’ problems can be solved in time. At present, this course is an excellent course under construction in our school. Using the cloud platform of “excellent college” for online course construction, teaching materials can be uploaded at any time without class restrictions, which is convenient for garment majors of different grades to learn at any time. In addition, virtual reality and augmented reality technology is one of the important means of the teaching reform of clothing technology course. It can realize the high-precision camera and real-time multi screen play of the teacher’s demonstration process, which provides a more convenient teaching space for teaching, so that each student can directly see the teacher’s demonstration process and operation steps. The system also provides on-demand and playback functions to improve students’ learning autonomy and enthusiasm.

3.2 On campus tutor + off campus tutor building professional practice team

Only when the teaching staff becomes strong, refined and high, can the innovation of practical teaching system be truly implemented, which is also a factor affecting the cultivation of innovative design talents. Women’s clothing design major should strengthen the development of teaching staff from a long-term perspective. First of all, we should vigorously “bring in”, quickly introduce a group of industry experts through the humanized and diversified mode, and improve the professional level of the whole practice team in the fastest time. Secondly, we should vigorously “go out” and encourage teachers to participate in training, further study, investigation and exchange, so as to improve their practical guidance level. The mechanism of “bringing in” and “going out” should be combined to ensure the stable cultivation of practical teaching ability of a group of discipline leaders and backbone teachers. Strengthen the cooperation with garment enterprises and improve the assessment level of “double qualification”. In addition, we should strengthen the construction of practical teaching guarantee system and improve the corresponding systems and standards.

3.3 Cultivate “cultural and creative thinking” of women’s clothing design talents

In the future “cultural and creative +” era, having “cultural and creative thinking” is more conducive to promoting the linkage between industries, which will undoubtedly play a positive role in promoting the cultivation of cultural and creative talents in China in the future. The practical experience of cultural and creative industry can be refined into “cultural and creative thinking”, and applied in the field of personnel training. For example, the school of culture and innovation of Shanghai Jiaotong University is cooperating with enterprises to enable students to form an interdisciplinary and interdisciplinary team of “cultural innovation + X”, so as to cultivate students’ cross-border ability of cultural and creative, and solve the problems faced by enterprises. This project summarizes the methodology of digital culture and innovation in improving experience and sense of identity, and sets up industry practice and innovation courses such as cultural innovation + film and television entertainment, cultural and creative + sports, cultural and creative + cultural tourism, cultural and creative + education. Through the form of methodology + industry practice, it helps students apply cultural and creative thinking in various industries and finally become compound talents.
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